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Gynae Solution
Advanced

Esthetics Solutions has
She-Lase . the
laser
Gynaecology . Manufactured
by Quanta Systems ,
modality using CO7anc115
were chosen
the pioneers of
modality . these two tried and tested wavelengths
results
with
significant clinical
recovery unlike most of
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enable the
to control
unique
the level
energy . pulse width and duration in each modality while the vaginal probe
with its pyramidal reflector enables you to target the muCesa at 90` 180'
and 360'
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Fast Results
Skin Clinic

Dublin Is the
salon
to offer
a machine that offers skin firming
tightening . reduction
and inch loss even on stubtxxn
areas that aren'
t
responding
to diet exercise or invasive . Icoone
a nonmvasive
30-minute
treatment
that offers extraordinary
resifts even on
the most dificat
. The patented Roboderrn technology
stvnutates
millimetre of the skin , using handheld
devices that provide a relaxing massage . A
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a five-week pena1
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tot bast results.
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